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DK PRODUCTIONS’

“THE ORANGE CHRONICLES”

REVOLUTIONARY DOCUMENTARY WINS

3 RECENT FILM FESTIVAL AWARDS 

AND RECOGNITION GROWS WITH CONTEMPORARY RELEVANCE

✫ World Cinema Audience Award at the Phoenix Film Festival
✫ Best International Documentary at the Garden State Film Festival
✫ Best Feature Documentary at the Boston International Film Festival

"It is vital not to view the message of this film in merely the context of another documentary set in
the Ukraine, despite its value and excellence in that sense.

The most poignant message of the film today is not what it says about Ukraine - but rather what it
asks about America - as we move into the most important elections in our history.

It is vital to examine ourselves and our process - remembering the victory stolen from Al Gore and
the tragic result for all of us.

Orange Chronicles is essential viewing NOW - in a totally American context."

-- Dean Seven, in the MIX Media

New York, New York -- April 28, 2008 -- The 2004 Orange Revolution in
Ukraine was a massive demonstration of people for democracy and against
electoral fraud. Millions braved freezing weather conditions to fight against
stolen elections. THE ORANGE CHRONICLES is a powerfully moving and
unique examination of Ukraine's Orange Revolution from the perspective
of an intrepid Ukrainian-American filmmaker. Director Damian Kolodiy,
criss-crossed the country in the weeks before the remarkable events of 2004
as a volunteer International Election Observer, recording the build-up to what
turned out to be one of the most astonishing bloodless political turnarounds in
recent history.
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THE ORANGE CHRONICLES focuses on the passionate people who filled the streets of Kyiv during
the Presidential Elections of 2004 to protest the poisoning of their candidate Viktor Yushchenko, an
unjust election and the corrupt government that created it. Narrated by the filmmaker, THE ORANGE
CHRONICLES documents operations and sentiments on the ground during the lead up to the
elections, and provides a clear understanding of the dramatic confrontations and high stakes of that
time. It also explores what motivated the people to activate, as well as the emotional conflicts among a
bitterly divided populace. Lessons about the power of organized activism can be applied the world over
to successful opposition against electoral corruption.

Traveling through the Ukrainian landscape, director Kolody sees firsthand the continuation of his
grandparent's struggle for a free and independent country. His video diary highlights the erection of
Tent City, the blockading of government buildings and the warehouses and homes providing refuge for
the diverse network of revolutionaries. Kolodiy interviews senior citizens, teachers, workers, doctors,
homemakers and members of the activist youth group, Pora. He is there, in Kyiv, on the Day of Voting
and on the Maidan, Kyiv's "Independence Square", when Yulia Tymoshenko electrifies the Ukrainian
people with her impassioned call for them to defend their rights and instills hope in a democratic future
for Ukraine.

Featuring rare insider coverage, the film follows Kolodiy as he joins a colorful caravan, dubbed the
"Friendship Train," traveling through censored Ukrainian regions delivering news of the Orange
Revolution in hostile territory. Along the way he documents the interactions between opposition (pro-
Yushchenko) and government (pro- Yanukovych) supporters, culminating with a free and fair
presidential election.

In the process of documenting the revolution, Kolodiy rediscovers his own modern Ukrainian identity
and comes to understand the personal imperatives behind one country's fight for justice.The Orange
Revolution was a time of hope, a time of passion, a time of faith, one of the Ukrainian people's finest
moments on the world stage. THE ORANGE CHRONICLES acknowledges the ongoing struggle for
democracy in Ukraine, as well as the lasting impact of the Orange Revolution, both on the filmmaker
and Ukraine.

To date, The Orange Chronicles has earned the following awards:

World Cinema Best International Best Feature 
Audience Award Documentary Documentary

Phoenix Film Garden State Boston Film
Festival Film Festival Festival
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"A wonderfully put together film at times incredibly moving and invigorating!"
Shanida Scotland, BBC Storyville 

"The people's voices are the heart and soul of Kolodiy's film, 
allowing viewers to feel they are shoulder to shoulder with the Ukrainian people." 

Globe and Mail Toronto

"The video-diary can often be a limited format, but in this case 
it affords an unparalleled front-line view as history unfolds before our eyes."

Tom Charity, Vancouver International Film Festival

"Kolodiy expresses an almost patented sense of the camera-merely an extension of himself. 
His in-your-face, guerilla-like journalism 

smacks of a Ukrainian-American Michael Moore...  
Ukraine has much to teach us. Seeing how a nation rose up together 

to fight the unjust electoral process is eerily reminiscent of our own botched elections 
in 2000. Here's a country that actually practices democracy, not just preaches it. 

If anything, learning about another, almost alien culture and their successful struggle
against a tyrannical government can not only help us learn more 

about the very democratic processes our Founding Fathers created, 
but also helps us understand ourselves."  

Michael Perone, Baltimore Sun

"We found THE ORANGE CHRONICLES to be an engaging, well-crafted doc."
Ian Bricke, Programming Director Sundance Channel

"Art is meant to uplift, enlighten, propel one to a better place. 
THE ORANGE CHRONICLES did that to me 

and I am convinced it will do the same to my students." 
Bart Becker, Social Studies Teacher

"Your film touched me to the very core of my soul, and I will never be the same!"
Sylvia Pidraziuk Molnar, audience member
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DK Productions is based in New York City, 
and produces both documentary and narrative films 

in addition to providing all types of video shooting and editing.
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